Recycled Products

LRC offers these products in bulk. Please bring your own vehicle/containers/buckets or contact us to schedule product delivery. Ask about our B.Y.O.B. Punch Card!

**Shredded Mulches**

**Premium Shredded Hardwood Mulch**
*Rich dark chocolate brown in color and fine fibrous texture*
*Made from:* Brush and log material with a percentage of mixed greens that are milled and composted to a perfect age before being milled a second time into a fine fibrous mulch.
*Applications:* Easy to plant through, work into soil and will stay in place even on inclines. Excellent for trees, shrubs, perennials, annual flowers and spring flowering bulbs.
Up to 35-Gallon Bags/Containers: $5 | Bulk: $25/cubic yd

**Standard Shredded Hardwood Mulch**
*Rich dark chocolate brown in color and medium-fine fibrous texture* (coarser than our premium shredded, so does not break down as quickly)
*Made from:* Brush and log material with a percentage of mixed greens that are milled and composted into nicely aged medium textured mulch. This high quality medium textured mulch is LRC’s standard shredded mulch.
*Applications:* Easy to plant through, work into soil and will stay in place even on inclines. Excellent for trees, shrubs, perennials, annual flowers and spring flowering bulbs.
Up to 35-Gallon Bags/Containers: $5 | Bulk: $20/cubic yd

**Acidifier Mulch (Shredded Pine Mulch) (quantities limited)**
*Shredded light golden pinewood mixed with pine straw medium texture*
*Made from:* Wood from the community Christmas Tree Recycling Program.
*Applications:* Excellent for acid-loving plants such as azaleas, rhododendrons, blueberries, pin oaks and various conifers.
Up to 35-Gallon Bags/Containers: $5 | Bulk: $15/cubic yd

**Chipped Mulches**

**Premium Chipped Hardwood Mulch**
*Carmel to dark brown and uniform fine chip-like texture*
*Made from:* By-product of local tree trimming materials. Select chips are composted and aged for several months before being milled into a top grade, uniform product.
*Applications:* Excellent for pathways and garden trails as well as around trees, shrubs, perennials, annual flowers and spring flowering bulbs. Interesting companion mulch when paired with shredded mulch due to its different texture.
Up to 35-Gallon Bags/Containers: $5 | Bulk: $25/cubic yd

**Select Chipped Hardwood Mulch**
*Light tan to silver gray and chip-like texture may include twig and leaf debris*
*Made from:* By-product of public and private tree maintenance. Carefully selected wood chips from only the sharpest wood chippers that are screen tested to meet minimum quality standards. This choice mulch is composted to create nicely aged chipped mulch that represents the best of chipper mulches.
*Applications:* Economical choice for mulching around trees, shrubs, perennials, annual flowers and spring flowering bulbs.
Up to 35-Gallon Bags/Containers: $5 | Bulk: $20/cubic yd
Composts

**Screened Garden Compost**
*Black loam appearance, very fine texture*
**Made from:** 100% local leaf and other plant material. Requires over a year for LRC to complete the process of turning, screening and stockpiling.
**Applications:** Excellent soil amendment that enriches and improves both sandy (adds water retention capabilities) and clay (adds porosity and air space) soils. Can also be used as a top dressing for lawns or worked into flower and vegetable gardens. Great for container gardening as well! Average pH is 7.5.
**Up to 35-Gallon Bags/Containers:** $6 | **Bulk:** $30/cubic yd

**Stable-To-Soil Enhancer** *(Formerly Mushroom Compost – renamed to better describe our product)*
*Light brown and very fine textured material that can retain manure odor for several weeks*
**Made from:** Hardwood bark, straw material and horse manure from local stables that is composted into a high-quality finished product.
**Applications:** Natural fertilizer for non-food crop landscapes. Excellent source of nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and potassium (K). In addition, manure returns organic matter and other nutrients such as calcium, magnesium and sulfur to the soil, building soil fertility and quality.
**Up to 35-Gallon Bags/Containers:** $7 | **Bulk:** $35/cubic yd

Other Materials

**Pulverized Topsoil Blend**
*Organically enriched premium topsoil with good structure and a fine grade of texture*
**Made from:** Premium topsoil from our local community that is pulverized and blended with 1/3 compost.
**Applications:** Enriched topsoil that is less likely to clump and clod, and easier to work. The addition of organic material improves soil aeration and water retention.
**Up to 35-Gallon Bags/Containers:** $7 | **Bulk:** $45/cubic yd

**Split Firewood** *(quantities limited)*
**Made from:** Unseasoned mixture of various deciduous tree woods that are by-products of local tree maintenance. Varies in age from several weeks to several years old.
**Applications:** Wood burning fireplaces, stoves, etc.
**Choice of 15 pieces:** $7 | **Rick:** $70

**Quartered Wood**
**Made from:** Bulk logs that have been split into pieces about 3 ft in length and 1 ft wide making the wood easier to transport. Varies in age from several weeks to several years old. Most pine wood has been sorted out.
**Applications:** Great for outdoor bonfires. Can also be split into firewood.
**Free | $5/load if LRC loads into dump truck or open trailer.**

**Bulk Wood**
**Made from:** Various deciduous tree woods that are by-products of local tree maintenance. Varies in age from several weeks to several years old. Most pine wood has been sorted out. Generally unseasoned, although seasoned pieces are easily recognizable as wood darkens and turns gray.
**Applications:** Furniture building, wood carving, firewood, etc.
**Free**
Other Materials (cont.)

**Recycled Red Granite Fines (quantities limited)**
*Maroon red and fine gravel/sandy texture*
**Made from:** Decomposed granite material is a by-product in granite excavation.
**Applications:** Excellent medium for hard surface pathways, driveways and patios. Fine texture allows it to be swept between pavers. Also useful around building foundations where something other than wood mulch is desired.

5-Gallon Bucket: $7 | Bulk: $105/ton

**Screened Asphalt Millings**
*Varying from whitish to silvery gray pebbles*
**Made from:** Recycled road asphalt that is milled and then screened to 5/8" size aggregate pieces.
**Applications:** Excellent material for hard surface driveways as an alternative to oil and chip. Also can be used as a base for patios, walls and fence post footings. Higher temperatures and repeated traffic will compact the material into a solid form over time.

Up to 35-Gallon Containers: $3 | Bulk: $15/ton

**Broadway Street Pavers**
*Vintage look in muted earth tones*
**Made from:** Removed from North Broadway Avenue when the road was repaved, these century-old brick pavers are 3.5" wide by 3.75" high by 9" long and weigh 9 pounds each.
**Applications:** Excellent material for driveways, patios, walkways, BBQ and fire pits, as well as for landscape edging; built to last another 100 years.

Bulk: $1 each

---

**About our products**

Organic materials brought to LRC are processed into mulches and composts that are 100% natural with no additives or chemical dyes. All mulches are made from indigenous woods that are by-products of local tree maintenance—no exotic, Canadian, Pacific Northwest or South American Rainforest wood species. Other products such as granite fines, asphalt millings and street pavers are materials that have been specifically salvaged for recycling. First-time customers are encouraged to visit our site to learn the differences between our products prior to purchase.

*Note: Recycled products may contain small amounts of extraneous man-made materials brought in by some of our customers.*

**Delivery**

LRC offers delivery upon request. All deliveries must be prepaid before they are added to the delivery schedule. **Delivery fees and cost of product are non-refundable.** If you need to reschedule, you must contact us two days prior to the delivery date. We will only reschedule one time based on the demands of our delivery schedule. There is a 4-cubic yard minimum order for Zone 1 & Zone 2 and a 5-cubic yard minimum order for Zone 3 & Zone 4. For further information, visit our website.

Zone 1: 2-mile radius of LRC = $30
Zone 2: 12-mile radius of LRC = $40
Zone 3: 25-mile radius of LRC = $60
Zone 4: 35-mile radius of LRC = $75